Are you thinking that one day you will return to full-on
paid work? Do you shudder to think that you’ve gone
rusty, lost your edge, lack any workplace skills and
that employers will think you’re ‘Just a Mum/Dad’?
Playcentre offers us a wealth of ways to help us
bridge this transition. We can increase/maintain our
employability by gaining/maintaining skills from being
on team, holding a specific role and undertaking adult
education. The trick is to Name and Claim your skills.
Most of us find this hard as we have been trained not
to skite. So ask a Playcentre friend to tell you what
they see as your skills/qualities, what they count on
you for, what they admire in you and what courageous
things they see that you have done.
Skills can be divided into two categories: Soft and
Hard. Soft skills describe our work ethic, the way that
we work/communicate or get along with people. So
from your Playcentre experience you can probably
claim that you:
•

Respond confidently to challenges, functioning
effectively in team situations requiring the use
of imagination, self-motivation and innovative
problem management strategies

•

Are a co-operative and supportive team member
who enjoys working with others as part of a
professional, goal orientated team to obtain
excellent results

•

Have proven ability to establish and maintain a
sound rapport and communicate effectively with
a wide range of people from diverse backgrounds
and ages

•

Have demonstrated empathy with and
commitment to bi-cultural issues

•

Have well developed time management and
organisational skills having prioritised daily,
weekly and annual activities and multi-tasked or
delegated tasks as necessary

Hard skills are tasks/processes that you have learnt
to do and are the currency of the job market. They
can be job specific or transferrable. One easy way to
start identifying these skills is to write your very own
Learning Story. In fact seven learning stories would
be ideal (see The 7 Stories exercise in any edition of
Richard Bolles’ book What Color Is Your Parachute?).
Take an example of a Playcentre trip that you
organised, an activity you implemented, a role you
held and use this format:
1. My Goal: What I wanted to accomplish
2. An Obstacle, Limit, Hurdle, Restraint I had to
overcome to achieve my goal
3. What I did (step by step in detail)
4. Eg First I canvassed support…Then I sourced
supplies…and negotiated agreed pricing. Then I
consulted…I planned…I organised…I delegated
5. The Result/Outcome: What I accomplished
6. A measurable/quantifiable statement of that
outcome
Notice how the verbs begin to appear in Step 3 in
your Learning Story. Verbs are doing words and skills
are tasks that we do. So verbs are the best words to
describe skills. Use your Playcentre Job Description
of your role to help you. Gather job descriptions from
TradeMe Jobs, real life job descriptions of something
you are interested in or look up the job descriptions in
the Jobs Database of the CareersNZ website www.
careers.govt. nz. These resources will help you use
the language of the job market and help an employer
realise you’ve got what it takes.
For example, let’s think about the role of Equipment
officer or Housekeeper at Playcentre: the person who
buys resources/equipment and all the supplies for
the kitchen and maybe the art room as well. They:
•

Performed regular stock takes, accurately

